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The following. postscript by Andre Philip will be

broadcast, after the 9 o’clock news tonight.

I recently came from France where I have been working in the Underground

Movements, I have already spoken on many occasions or those movements, their

organisation, their methods. oil struggle end I an afraid I have,already told

many.times everything which may be said without putting in danger my .comrades'

who are going- on with this fight.

What I should like to emphasise this evening is the moral, background
of our resistance" and. the- importance it does present for the. spiritual
reconstruction of our country. In our groups one could find a great variety
of social origins and political opinions, some are workers, others employers,

some are socialists, some former conservatives, some devout catholics or

Protestants, some quite determined free thinkers. But we soon discovered

that, despite all these differences, we all hold to the same faith which

did bind us in a real spiritual unity.

How what is this faith?

First of all ire do all believe' ill a spiritual reality, in some moral

values which are existing independently of their concrete realisation on a

given point of space and time and we first opposed the armistice because it

could hot be accepted, even when we did not have yet any hope of a possible

victory, We opposed Vichy. and its so-called political realism because, in

our opinion, a defeated justice is still justice, a crushed freedom is still

freedom, a truth denied by brute force is still a .truth; because the duty,

of every man worthy of the name of men is to give testimony to justice, truth

and liberty, even when they' are crucified and denied by all.

Secondly, we all believe that these moral values do express themselves

in therealm of law, by a certain number of juridical principles which are

higher then the will of the State. for Hitler, Mussolini and Petain alike,

the State is an end in itself, a sort of collective being higher than the

individuals who are members of it. It has to be obeyed because it has the

police force at its disposal. For us, the State is just a social institution,

an instrument for the service of the community of men in order to perform social

functions in the interest of all, When the State pretends to be absolute,

when it does rebel against the higher rules of justice and right, when it does

not perform essential functions, the first one being to defend the Independence

of the nation, disobedience to such a state becomes, not. only a right, but our

most sacred duty,

Thirdly, these ethical values and juridical rules are centred upon the

respect of human personality end the belief In the supreme value of the

individual soul; for some of us this value is the result of the rational

nature of the human mind, for others it is founded on deep religious ground,

We all agree that the development and realisation of human personalities is the

real aim of history, all collective realities being only means to that end.

From this follows that man must have the guarantees of their Fundamental

liberties, freedom of thought, of speech, of the Press and the radio, freedom

to meet and create associations, habeas corpus and generally all the liberties

which one necessary for every one of us to do his duty.
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All that means that we, Frenchmen, go hack today to the spirit of the

French Revolution, We may still he divided upon the best form, of

administration, of economic organisation or social control of production, hut

we all agree in our resistance movements, that the France of tomorrow must be

founded on the firm ground of the Declaration of the Rights of Men, whose

anniversary we celebrated recently.

And now, you will understand, my English friends, why I said, in the

first interview I gave to your press, that France does not want to receive her

liberty from you, but to win it over through her own efforts. If our lost

liberties were going to he handed over to us on a plate by our best friends, we

wouldn’t be able to use them., France would remain hopelessly divided between

opposite groups and sects and would soon go down again in a social chaos*

Our only hope today, our only possibility to rebuild our country by

creating amongst us all a spiritual unity, is to win our liberty again, through

our own efforts and sacrifices, in close cooperation, of course, with all the

Allied Nations, butby an act of our own free will.

That is what do Gaulle has seen, at the time of the defeat, when he

refused to give up hope* His decision, I want to emphasise that, was not a

military decision (he did not then have an Army) but a spiritual and political

one* De Gaulle happened to be a General, like I am a professor, but he was,
first of all, the only member of the last legitimate government who, by deciding
to go on with the fight, remained true to his country and to the Republic* The

proclamation of the 18th June will remain in our history as the modem expression
of the Declaration of the Rights of Man; it will remain the most important

political decision which, above and against the betrayal of their country by the

Vichy people, did keep the continuity of a republican government.

Today de Gaulle is no more alone; around him the Fighting French have

been coming from all over the world and they have showed at Bir Hacheim that

they were true to our best military traditions; and from the heart of Captive

France our resistance movements have arisen, showing that we arc true also to the

revolutionary spirit of 1789. Free France and Captive France are today united

in a deep spiritual solidarity to fight for the freedom of a country which is

not yet dead and has still something to say to the World.

Malgre Vichy, l 'esprit de 1789 renaît et la France continue.
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